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Wintersteiger
RACKS UP RESULTS
Success on fields and slopes
Andreas Weiher
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T

here was nothing spectacular about

a reas it is a global market leader: Seedmech

how it started back in 1953. In the

(seeding and harvesting machines), Woodtech

or a clear production structure. But with very
high inventory levels and outmoded production

Austrian town of Obernberg, Fritz

(thin-cutting machines), and Sports (ski service

systems.” The support divisions were also in-

Walter and Johann Wintersteiger’s

machines—see pages 44 – 45).

sufficiently prepared for the rise in complexity
and changing market demands. So it was only

first sales were for a simple plot

seeder and a laboratory thresher for seed

Wintersteiger could have been satisfied with

a matter of time before a process of rethink-

cultivators. Sixty years later, Wintersteiger AG

this successful trajectory. But at a certain point,

ing set in on how to make the company fit for

can look back on a unique story of success.

rapid growth and the associated rise in product

the future. Since 2009 Porsche Consulting has

The company, which has since moved to the

complexity in its different business areas be-

been supporting the Wintersteiger Group on its

town of Ried im Innkreis, is now a highly diversi-

gan to present obstacles. “Wintersteiger was

path to operational excellence.

fied operation with 810 employees and 18 sites

a typical machine manufacturer,” says Reiner

worldwide, sales in 130 countries, and seven

Thalacker, the company’s CEO. “We worked

The approach at Wintersteiger is based on

different business areas. In three of these

on whatever was needed—without processes

optimizing structures by means of lean

p
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management. The initial focus was on production and logistics. The company’s own production system was developed, and its logistics
were optimized. Eight warehouse sites were
consolidated into one logistics center with a
takt-based connection to the production plant.
A new factory layout has improved material
flow and laid the groundwork for switching
from workshop to linear production in the assembly area. Different types of machines are

E

ver more saturated markets pose challenges
that grow or change just like those for completely
new markets. A very high degree of flexibility is
needed to respond to them. While it used to be
the case that every skier had his or her own pair of

skis, the ski rental sector is now showing enormous growth.

“People come to a ski resort, rent the latest ski or snow-

now being assembled using just-in-time lines

board model, and expect it to be in perfect condition,” says

on a model-mix basis. Some 95 percent of

Harald Holzner, Product Manager for Wintersteiger’s Sports

components are transported by efficient lo-

business unit. Sometimes small things make all the dif-

gistics trains instead of by forklift trucks, and

ference in whether this goes smoothly. Modern servicing

component supply to the production line is

machines, for example, can have trouble handling trendy

done largely independently by suppliers. “To-

3D surfaces. These surfaces are excellent at concealing

day’s production doesn’t look anything like it

scratches, which is good if you’re renting out skis—to cus-

did in 2009,” observes Thalacker. “We now

tomers the skis look like they’re new. But it’s hard for fully

have brightly lit, efficient work stations and

automated tuning machines to service these skis. “We find

clear processes.” This in turn means shorter

ourselves in response mode all the time, and we constantly

throughput times and dramatically lower in-

have to find solutions right away for the new ideas in the

ventory levels.

industry and the technical requirements that result,” says
Holzner.

Effectiveness and efficiency have also been
increased in development—by means of lean

People used to tune their own skis a few times a season, but

product development and order management

rental companies have to do it every few days. This is a task

processes. New developments and customer-

that can only be handled by high-performance systems that

specific orders are handled as projects these

have been specially configured for individual customers and

days. Cross-functional teams work together

ski regions, and can handle as many as 70 pairs of skis an

on technical solutions. New designs are com-

hour. “A typical Wintersteiger customer tunes 2,000 to 4,000

prehensively evaluated before being launched

pairs of skis a season. We’ve got one customer in Switzerland

on the market, by testing them at customer

who’s up to around 50,000 pairs,” reports Holzner.

sites, for example. This results in a far higher
level of product maturity, less time spent on

The changing demands of existing markets are not the only

reworking, and a degree of perfection that dra-

challenge facing Wintersteiger. New ski resorts are currently

matically reduces the number of changes done

being developed in Central and Eastern Europe. The Czech

under warranty. In the first year after it was

Republic has led the way here, followed by Poland. Winterstei-

introduced, quality costs for the Mercury ski-

ger already has a subsidiary in Russia. Until recently these

tuning machine were substantially lower than

regions were happy to purchase outdated, used equipment.

those for its predecessor model Discovery.

Ski-tuning machines are still completely functional after 20

Moreover, the new development system en-

or 25 years. But the larger a ski resort gets, the more ur-

ables a higher number of variants to be made

gent its need for fully automated systems. “We have to be

for customers at comparable costs. “A mod-

able to respond to these changes at any time with the help

ular system is what gives us this flexibility,”

of our wide range of products,” says CEO Reiner Thalacker.

explains Harald Holzner, Product Manager for

Flexible solutions are needed to handle these new markets.

Wintersteiger’s Sports business unit.

And Wintersteiger has found them. “Lean management has
been a big help to us here as well.”

The sales department was also restructured,
tion as such but also on the entire company.
Scrutiny extended to the far reaches of the
holding structure with questions such as how
the entire group with all of its business lines,
brands, and different product families
44
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with a focus not only on the sales organiza-
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THEY’RE CALLED DISCOVERY, MERCURY, and RACE NC.
Their mission: to make skiers even faster!

ICE-COLD
BUSINESS
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“WITHOUT SUPPORT AND MOTIVATIONAL
ASSISTANCE FROM LEADERSHIP PERSONNEL,
YOU CAN’T EVEN LAUNCH AN INITIATIVE
LIKE LEAN MANAGEMENT.”

Reiner Thalacker, CEO,
Wintersteiger AG

could be restructured. Or how the sales rep-

assembly. As one example, the value-added

resentatives could spend more time with cus-

share of a pilot component rose by 100 per-

that makes leveling machines. Wintersteiger
itself introduced a lean order management pro-

tomers. All of the sales roles were redesigned

cent and inventory levels decreased by 60 per-

cess, a lean production system, and new fac-

and a new potential-oriented sales schedul-

cent. As Thalacker observes, “Although we did

tory planning. As Thalacker sums it up, “Lean

ing system was installed. Employees are sup-

not generate enormous growth on the market

management helped us get the Kohler com-

ported by an extensive manual on all sales pro-

side in 2013, we’ve been showing a strong

pany back on its feet.”

cesses, as well as by improved SAP routines

increase on the result side. That’s where you

and an optimized worldwide sales organization.

see successes—thanks to a structured ap-

f

Information about the robustness of customer

proach to work, and thanks to planning and

and market data is now more transparent, and

scheduling that allow me to focus on priorities

preparation for sales calls is more efficient

and that give me production capacities that I

thanks to “one-click” customer data sheets.

can put to the best possible use.”

Wintersteiger AG

direction,” says Thalacker, adding that “it pre-

To counter any skepticism on the part of em-

The Wintersteiger AG Group includes the

pared the ground for further healthy growth.”

ployees in the face of all these change pro-

following business areas: Sports (ski service),

“That was absolutely the right step in the right

cesses, Wintersteiger placed a premium on

Bootdoc (high technology shoe inlays),

The sequence of improvements came full circle

consistent, precise communications with the

Drytech (drying solutions for work clothing),

with the restructuring of planning and schedul-

participation of the works council. “Without

Seedmech (field research equipment),

ing. “Production is most cost effective when

support and motivational assistance from lead-

Woodtech (thin-cutting solutions), and Banso

it proceeds at an even pace,” says CEO Thal-

ership personnel, you can’t even launch an ini-

(band saws for wood and food). Wintersteiger

acker. “As soon as I have to adjust it upwards

tiative like lean management,” says Thalacker.

is a world leader on the market in the Sports,

or downwards, it gets expensive. This is where

From the start, employees from the affected

Seedmech, and Woodtech areas. Its latest

money is won or lost.” Clear rules now govern

areas were included in developing ideas and

acquisition is Kohler Maschinenbau GmbH,

the “green zone” and the “frozen zone,” i.e.

methods. Informational fairs and departmen-

a long-established German company

when changes to the production process can

tal events supplemented the regular flow of

founded in 1963. Kohler, which has built

be made and when they cannot because the

information. A key factor in the success of all

6,000 leveling machines thus far, has the

state is “frozen.” The tasks and responsibilities

these changes was Porsche Consulting’s ap-

most experience worldwide in leveling
systems and coil handling.

involved in both work preparation and sales

proach of helping the company to help itself.

scheduling have been clearly assigned. Index

After about a year, Wintersteiger AG was able

boards make things much more transparent

to guide most of the improvements on its own,

if rules are broken, which in turn ensures that

using set methods. This was clear when it ac-

sequences are more stable for production and

quired financially troubled Kohler, a company
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